Slime Care Instructions
Welcome to Brighter Tomorrow – you have just purchased a slime which funds are used to help animals in the UK.
Our slime is hand crafted with love, and we use only the finest ingredients. All our slimes use cosmetic safe colours
and fragrance to keep your hands and surfaces safe. We do not use paint, detergents or substances which are not
meant to be handed in our slimes. Please be aware during summer months your slime may melt due to the heat. To
correct it please follow the instructions below on making activator.

How to make activator
1. Add 1 tsp of the provided borax to 1 cup of warm water.
2. Mix the solution until it dissolves.
3. Add the solution in SMALL AMOUNTS!
4. Knead your slime until it is smooth
My slime is...
...hard? Slime will naturally get stickier over time! Adding lotion will help. If it is cold out, your slime may be stiff. Simply
warming it up with your hands will help.
….liquid? Make activator. Then slowly add activator and still until slime is smooth.
...sticky? Adding in drops of activator will help! If you add too much, it can ruin your slime. It will be lumpy after activating,
just knead it until it's smooth.
...foam beads falling out? The beads will start fall out if you add too much activator. Don't worry! Slime will naturally get
stickier over time and fix itself.
Clear slime melts faster than white glue slime! We usually over-activate our clear slimes so it arrives perfectly.
Cloud slime is made by mixing slime with fake snow. Our cloud slimes have a little snow fallout & do leave a bit of residue
on your hands due to the snow! However, it does leave a lot less residue compared to other cloud slime recipes :-)
My cloud slime is...
...crumbling? It may need some activator! Add activator in little drops & knead until it starts to come together.
...not drizzling? Cloud slime must be "fluffed up" until there are no lumps.

